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ordinary women.She is a very very ordinary women,really.She looks

like very ordinary.her age very ordinary.only her wears looks like

very special. My mother always wear a wide casual pants,a T-shirt (or

a wide vest),and a pair of sunglasses.She always use

toiletry,consequently she’s skin was very good. My mother is very

benignant,and she was very love me.I with regard to these,I to be

thankful.I love my mother , too.Because she gave me very very

many.She civilize by education me how to do in world and

knowledge. My mother is a office workers.She everyday works

hard,but she always not to get heighten.Ha ha~~~~~~~ I love my

mother , because she gave me very many thinks. I love my Mum . A

ordinary and largeness mother. My dream A dream is to a man what

wings are to a bird. With a dream in the deep hearts core, a man is

spontaneously driven to hitch his wagon to a star. A dream is an

inexhaustible source of energy that keeps our enthusiasm burning,

and kindles our desire to enhance our spiritual cultivation, refine our

character, and upgrade our quality of life. A life without a dream is

like a bird with broken wings, confined to a cage and oblivious of

what lies beyond the range of its vision. On the contrary, a man with

a dream is like a warrior armed with ambition, foresight and

gallantry, daring to step into an unknown domain to make a journey

of adventure. It is dream that adds fullness, variety, and spice to our



life and makes it worth living. I have a dream. It is a dream that is

deeply rooted in human nature. I dream that one day people of all

origins can live in harmony and peace without being discriminated

against or persecuted. The bounty of the earth can be shared by every

single human being. Mutual respect will guarantee the existence and

continuation of the diversity of customs and cultures. Love,

sympathy, and cooperation will alleviate the sufferings and disasters

inflicted upon our fellow men. Respect for basic human rights will

put an end to social injustices and evils. When my dream comes true,

all men will be truly equal, happy, and free. 100Test 下载频道开通
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